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Electron energy-loss spectra calculations and experiments as a tool for the identification of a
lamellar C3N4 compound
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In order to identify a poorly crystallized lamellar C3N4 compound using electron energy-loss spectroscopy,
we first concentrate on model compounds, namely, graphite at the carbon K edge and hexagonal boron nitride
at both K edges. We show that extremely good agreement can be obtained between experimental spectra and
ab initio calculations using the WIEN2k program �P. Blaha, K. Schwarz, P. Sorantin, and S. B. Trickey, Comput.
Phys. Commun. 59, 399 �1990��. Because the calculations are based on the density functional theory consid-
ering independent quasiparticles, they are generally believed to be inadequate to rigorously describe the
excitation process. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that the spectra, when divided into two regions, above and
below the ionization energy, can be simulated over a 50 eV energy range. In these materials, the first region
must be simulated taking into account the electronic relaxation around a full core hole. For the second part
starting usually 10–12 eV above the threshold, only a very small or no core hole at all should be introduced
for the relaxation. Furthermore, we show that an empirical formula is sufficient but necessary to take into
account the lifetime of the electron in the excited state. After discussion of these results on model compounds,
we clearly identify the limits and benefits of these comparisons and apply them to an unknown structure. The
experimental spectra were recorded at low temperature in order to avoid beam damages. They are compared
with those calculated for various structures having compositions close to C3N4. From these core-loss studies,
as well as from the corresponding low-loss ones, the structure of our sample is shown to be locally very close
to that of the �C3N3�2�NH�3 lamellar compound described by Kawaguchi and Noziak �Chem. Mater. 7, 257
�1995��. This structure can also be viewed as a defective hexagonal C3N4 lamellar structure �with ABA
stacking�, rendering this compound most suitable for a further high-pressure conversion to a superhard 3D
C3N4 phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.195111 PACS number�s�: 79.20.Uv, 82.80.Pv, 71.15.Mb, 71.20.Tx
I. INTRODUCTION

In the search for new ultrahard materials, Liu and Cohen
predicted,1 using ab initio calculations, that the compound
�-C3N4, isostructural to �-Si3N4, would present a Young’s
modulus as high as that of diamond. This encouraged a lot of
experimental and theoretical work on CNx compounds.2–8

The direct synthesis of three-dimensional �3D� C3N4 is ther-
modynamically unfavored due to the high stability of N2,
even at low temperatures. A more promising outcome might
result from first producing a graphitic phase via chemical
vapor deposition methods4 or via the decomposition of prop-
erly chosen reactants.7 Then, applying pressure to the ob-
tained compounds should lead to the formation of the super-
hard 3D structures.2 In these 3D structures, the carbon atoms
are tetrahedrally coordinated �sp3 hybridization�. Various sp2

to sp3 ratios have been obtained, revealing a rather 2D or 3D
bonding character of the materials. The 3D structures present
sp3 hybridization for carbon; so the lower the sp2 to sp3

ratio, the better. Nevertheless, sp2 compounds also have
some interest as precursors or simply as parent compounds
with valuable properties �as does graphite with respect to
diamond�.

A very useful technique in the determination of this sp2 to
sp3 ratio is electron energy-loss spectroscopy �EELS� per-
formed in a transmission electron microscope.9 EELS allows
the precise recording of the K edges of low-Z elements, in

particular the electron energy-loss near-edge structures
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�ELNES�, in the bulk and most of the time with a very high
spatial resolution.10 The ability of EELS to obtain informa-
tion from very small samples is particularly valuable in the
context of the production of small quantities through high-
pressure synthesis or the formation of nanoclusters.5 Top of
the range experimental devices allow subnanometer spatial
resolution,11 as well as high energy resolution �0.1 eV�.12

Furthermore, diffraction and quantitative analysis are also
useful tools in determining the phase actually investigated.7,8

Going beyond the sp2 to sp3 ratio is crucial since Teter and
Hemley,2 predicted the existence of four phases with a pure
sp3 hybridization for carbon and also proposed many lamel-
lar phases, with a pure sp2 hybridization for carbon. A de-
tailed study of the high-energy-loss spectra has to be done in
order to distinguish between these phases.

Using the same general theoretical approach as Liu and
Cohen,1 i.e., the density functional theory �DFT�, extended
simulations of ELNES spectra are getting more and more
common.13–16 Various materials ranging from nitrides,17,18

quantum dots,19 nanotubes,20,21 and even interfaces22 have
successfully been studied, and comparisons between experi-
ments and calculations made. Numerous studies have been
done on graphite, as well as on hexagonal BN but,23–25 never
with a satisfactory one-to-one comparison over the full en-
ergy range �0–50 eV�, which is necessary for a complete
understanding of the strengths and limitations of the tech-
niques. Furthermore, there is no simple description of the

core hole created by the ejection of the electron promoted to
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levels above the Fermi level. The best approach would be to
take not only the creation of this core hole into account, but
also the existence of the ejected electron, the interaction be-
tween them as well as their interaction with the rest of the
electrons in the material. This calculation involves the Bethe-
Salpeter equation �the resolution of which remains so far the
affair of specialists� which has only been applied to model
compounds. If in the low-energy-loss domain some kind of
expertise exists,26 it is still largely in the development phase
for core losses.27,28 That is why material scientists currently
favor ground-state calculations to compare to core-loss ex-
periments. To simulate the core hole in that context, the Slat-
er’s transition state has gained popularity and has recently
become widely used. A partial core hole can be included in
the electronic structure, taking into account the variable
strength interaction of the core-hole with the valence-band
electrons. However, the precise strength to be used remains
unclear, and an actual quantitative comparison as a function
of the core-hole strength �CHS� is rarely done. Luiz et al.29

clearly showed the importance of this parameter in the case
of the Cu L2 edge where they estimated the CHS to be 0.5.
The same CHS was recently found satisfactory in calculating
the nitrogen K edge in h-GaN but18 a full core hole seems
necessary in the case of c-GaN. The CHS should therefore be
evaluated using similar structures.

We recently prepared a lamellar C3N4 phase of which the
structure was impossible to accurately determine using dif-
fraction or high-resolution imaging methods,30 the reason be-
ing that this compound is poorly crystallized. ELNES is a
well-known method to retrieve information on short- and
medium-range atomic environments.14,17 In order to use such
a method on this new lamellar C3N4 compound, we found it
important to first clearly assess the power of the DFT for the
spectral simulations of lamellar model compounds. As a re-
sult, we now propose the arbitrary and systematic partition of
the ELNES spectra into two energy domains: one below and
one above the ionization energy. These domains have very
different CHS values. We show that this approach gives the
best agreement one can obtain with the non-time-dependent
DFT.

In light of the above, this paper will be organized as fol-
lows. In Sec. II, we will carefully examine the experimental
and theoretical parameters as their precise knowledge is es-
sential for an accurate comparison. In particular, a simple
and universal formula will be given which takes the broad-
ening of the spectrum due to the finite lifetime of the ejected
electron into account. In Sec. III, the carbon K edge in graph-
ite, and the boron and nitrogen K edges in hexagonal boron
nitride will be discussed. The arbitrary energy partition of the
spectra will be proven to optimize simulations of the experi-
mental results. Finally, Sec. IV will be devoted to the appli-
cation of this improved description for the determination of
the likely structure of our C3N4 compound. Identifying this
phase as being closely related to the graphitic C3N4 structure
�AB stacking� is of prime importance since it is believed to
be a phase that is particularly suitable to high-pressure con-
version to dense C3N4 structures.2

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS

Experimental spectra were obtained with a Hitachi

HF2000 transmission electron microscope equipped with a
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GATAN 666 EELS spectrometer and operated at 100 kV.
Samples were first crushed in an agate mortar with acetone,
then dispersed by ultrasound, and finally deposited onto a
holey carbon grid. In order to remove any contamination, the
grids, apart from the C3N4 sample, were heated up to 80 °C
for 2 h in vacuum prior to their introduction into the micro-
scope. C3N4 samples,30 as will be shown later, are very deli-
cate materials which undergo structural transformations �loss
of nitrogen� when heated. For reference materials, the crystal
orientation was carefully checked by diffraction before
EELS acquisition. Both graphite and h-BN crystals were ori-
ented with their c axis along the microscope’s optical axis.
The convergence and collection angles were 1.4 and
9.0 mrad, respectively. The energy resolution inferred from
the full width at half maximum �FWHM� of the zero peak
measured in a hole of the grid was 0.7 eV �0.85 eV for the
C3N4 compound�. A 0.1 eV/channel dispersion was used. In
the case of the C3N4 compound, the dispersion was set to
0.2 eV/channel in order to record the C and N K edges si-
multaneously. The total acquisition time for each spectrum
ranged from 25 to 50 s. All spectra were dark-count and
photodiode-gain corrected. The spectra were deconvolved
with the zero-loss peak recorded in a hole of the grid to
remove the detector point spread function. An E−r preedge
background was subtracted from the spectra and, finally, in
order to remove plural scattering effects,31 the spectra were
deconvoluted with the low-energy-loss spectrum, which was
recorded on the same area. All the band structure calculations
were performed using the full-potential linearized
augmented-plane-wave �FLAPW� method via the WIEN2k

code,32 and within the generalized gradiant approximation.33

A detailed description of the method can be found in Ref. 34.
Muffin-tin radii were 1.34 a .u. �C� and 1.35 a .u. �B and N�
for graphite and h-BN, and 1.23 a .u. for both C and N in
C3N4 compounds. No significant changes were observed on
varying any of these radii. 2s and 2p orbitals were treated as
valence states using the APW�lo approach,35 adding local
orbitals �lo� to the standard APW basis and thus drastically
reducing the computational time. Approximately 150 plane
waves per atom were generated in the interstitial region
�RminKmax=6.5�. To obtain precise total energies, self-
consistency was checked over a large number of k points.
Likewise, the simulated EELS spectra were obtained with a
sufficient number of k points in the full Brillouin zone so that
a further increase would not noticeably change the results. In
the case of graphite, these k-point numbers are indicated in
Table I. A common problem with linearized methods is the
calculation of states far from the linearization energies, en-
ergies that are often chosen inside the valence band or close
to the Fermi level. In order to accurately calculate the empty
states up to 70 eV above the Fermi level, extra local orbitals
�LO� were added in the s and p channels with the following
linearization energies: 1.5 Ry for l=0 and 2.0 Ry for l=1.
The convergence of the atomic partial density of states
�DOS� with respect to those linearization energies has been
checked. Core-hole calculations were obtained by removing
an electron, or a fraction of an electron, from the 1s level and
adding the corresponding charge as a background charge for
global neutrality. To reduce interactions between two neigh-

boring core holes, supercells were used with either two, four,
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six, or eight atomic bonds separating each core hole �see
Table I�.

EELS spectra were simulated using the built-in ELNES
program of the WIEN code.13 The doubly differential cross
section for inelastic electron scattering was evaluated taking
up to octopole transitions into account. Hébert et al.13

showed that due to orthogonalization errors between the
empty states and the 1s core states, and mainly for light
elements, monopole transitions were not nil. These transi-
tions having no physical meaning, �l=0 transitions were al-
ways removed to get the final theoretical spectrum. The main
intensity of this monopole contribution is situated between
10 and 15 eV above threshold, where the 3s character of the
wave function is strong. Results for low CHS values showed
small monopole contributions �less than 5% of the main di-
pole intensity� in the C and N edges, and much larger ones in
the boron K-edge simulation. In the case of large CHS val-
ues, the monopole contribution is negligible for all elements,
illustrating the contraction of the 1s level. Its smaller exten-
sion outside the muffin-tin sphere reduces the orthogonaliza-
tion problem with the p levels.

An accurate portrayal of the experimental intensities im-
plies the appropriate description of the finite lifetimes of the
core hole and of the ejected electron. As regards the light
elements involved in this paper, the Lorentzian broadening
due to the core hole is extremely small and was therefore set
to 0.1 eV as extrapolated from lifetime broadening tables.
We also included the lifetime of the electron in the excited
state, which is often not taken into account in DFT literature
but is very common in multiple-scattering programs like
FEFF.36 We then chose to use the universal curve describing
the inelastic mean free path of the ejected electron as a func-
tion of its kinetic energy.37 In a log-log plot, we approxi-
mated this curve to be two straight lines. Making use of
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, we found the following
energy-dependent Lorentzian broadening parameter �in eV�:

��E� = 0.3906� 123

�E − E0�2.43 + 0.056�−1

,

for E�E0. For E�E0, the broadening due to the lifetime of
the electron in the excited state was considered to be negli-
gible. E−E0 represents the kinetic energy of the ejected elec-
tron with E0 the ionization energy at the edge considered.
Although this E0 parameter depends on the material studied,

TABLE I. Parameters, total energies, and transit
tion of graphite ELNES spectra. �SCF= �Etotal−Eno h

Type of unit cell

Number of
atoms in the

unit cell
k points f
SCF cycl

No hole 4 400

Core hole a�a 4 340

Core hole 2a�2a 16 75

Core hole 3a�3a 36 48

Core hole 4a�4a 64 28
the resulting spectra do not rely on its exact value �within
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2–3 eV�. It was set to 9 eV for both atoms in h-BN, 5 eV
for C in graphite, and 7 eV for both atoms in our C3N4
sample, based on best agreement with experimental spectra.
This reference energy plays the same role as the reference
energy E0 fitted in extended x-ray absorption fine structure
studies, which usually lies in the main intensity rise after the
edge. This method is equivalent to the one used by Le Bossé
et al.16 but with the advantage of requiring only one free
parameter �E0�. The calculated spectra were then convoluted
by a 0.7 eV �0.85 eV for the C3N4 compound� Gaussian to
account for the experimental resolution.

In the case of the structure named ZZ in Sec. III, the
detailed atomic positions were not available in literature.
Consequently, for this structure only, the cell parameters and
atomic positions were optimized using the VASP code by
minimizing Hellmann-Feynman forces.38 This package is
based on an efficient and accurate projected augmented wave
approach.39,40 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 1996 functional
was used for the exchange and correlation potential.41 The
convergence of the total energy with respect to the size of the
basis set and the k-point density has been checked. We used
an energy cutoff of 500 eV and a 3�3�4 Monkhorst-Pack
k-point mesh.

III. RESULTS ON MODEL COMPOUNDS

A. Carbon K edge in graphite

Before starting the EELS investigations on the C3N4 com-
pound, we will show by studying model compounds like
graphite and h-BN how EELS simulation can be improved.
Notably, a variable core-hole effect was introduced into the
simulation. The carbon K-edge experimental spectrum of
graphite is presented in Fig. 1 and is very similar to previ-
ously published results.42–44,24 The positions of the �* peak
�labeled 1� and higher-energy peaks are in perfect agreement
with those given by Wibbelt et al.44

The DOS convergence is particularly difficult to attain
and over 3000 k points in the full Brillouin zone were nec-
essary. Whereas simulated spectra did not vary much in the
0–10 eV and 15–40 eV areas above threshold, the intensity
calculated in the 10–15 eV region was particularly sensitive
to the number of k points.

Table I gathers all the relevant parameters used in the
carbon K-edge simulation. Since two crystallographically

nergies for different supercells used in the calcula-
Nb atoms/cell�. BZ indicates the Brillouin zone.

k points
in full BZ
for ELNES

E total
�eV/atom�

�SCF for
transition �eV�

3388 −1036.8515

3388 −965.18967 286.65

1156 −1018.9860 285.85

648 −1028.9144 285.74

252 −1032.3868 285.74
ion e

ole� �

or
e

different carbon atoms exist in graphite �C1 at 0,0,0 and C2
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at 1/3,2/3,0�, each contribution is presented in Fig. 1. While
both spectra are very similar at low energy, some differences
are clearly seen at around 20 eV above threshold. In particu-
lar, whereas the peak at 303 eV �labeled 4� is mainly due to
the C1 atom, the peak at 306 eV �label 5� is mainly related to
C2. This shows that this energy region is very sensitive to the
stacking of the graphene layers and this sensitivity will later
be used in our study of the C3N4 sample. In this energy
range, the inelastic mean free path of the ejected electron is
relatively large �the so-called multiple-scattering region� and
information can be obtained on second or third neighbors.
From 0 to 10 eV above threshold �labels 1 and 2�, on the
other hand, the empty electronic levels are very localized
�molecularlike� and mainly related to the C1 and C2 atom’s
nearest neighbors, which are identical. Likewise, the position
of the first extended energy loss fine structure �EXELFS�
oscillation, at around 328 eV �not shown�, is identical for
both carbon atoms. Indeed, the inelastic mean free path of
the ejected electron gets small after 40–50 eV,37 and the
spectra become essentially characteristic of the first coordi-
nation shell around the considered atom. Adding up both
contributions, general agreement between calculation and ex-
periment is reasonably good but could still be improved on
some points.

�i� The calculated �* peak �label 1 in Fig. 1� is too small
and too broad �FWHM 1.9 eV instead of 1.4 eV experimen-
tally�. Regarding the �* peak width, a detailed study by
Ahuja et al.23 was performed by comparing full-potential
linear muffin-tin-orbitals �FPLMTO� calculations and x-ray
absorption spectroscopy �XAS� experiments. The core-hole
effects were shown to have been responsible for this width
discrepancy as well as for its incorrect positioning with re-
spect to the Fermi level �2 eV above instead of 1 eV as ex-
perimentally observed�. This paper did not, however, discuss
the peak’s intensity with respect to the rest of the spectrum.
This intensity is very sensitive to the knowledge of the scat-

FIG. 1. Comparison of experimental carbon K edge in graphite
�thick line� with the calculated ground-state ELNES �thick dashed
line�. The calculated spectra for the two inequivalent carbons are
also presented �thin dashed and dotted lines�. Labels 1–6 mark areas
discussed in the text.
tering conditions in the microscope, which we took great
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care to monitor precisely. �ii� The intensity around label 2 is
also wrong by almost a factor of 2. �iii� The region around
label 3 is badly reproduced. �iv� The intensity of the peak at
label 5 is slightly too large. �v� The width of the 	* band is
also slightly too large �label 6�.

As already done by many authors, a full or partial core
hole was introduced and a supercell considered to avoid in-
teraction between core holes. To allow a better comparison,
all simulated spectra in Fig. 2 were normalized at 57 eV. In
the case of a full core hole and a 0.5 core hole, the interac-
tion between holes is so strong that 4a�4a supercells were
necessary in agreement with Ahuja et al.23 Usually, five bond
lengths have to separate full core holes to avoid any interac-
tion. But for partial 0.1 CHS, a 2a�2a supercell was used
and proved to be enough. The introduction of a 0.1 CHS
slightly improves the agreement on the width of the 	* band
�label 6� and renders this simulation almost indistinguishable
from the experiment from 297 eV onward. Larger CHSs
have a very detrimental effect on the intensity �labels 4–6�,
which precludes the utilization of a full core hole to describe
the ELNES spectra in the 10–30 eV above threshold region.
However, let us note that the first EXELFS oscillation at
328 eV �label 7� is correctly positioned, whatever the CHS.
Actually, what is most significant is the energy difference
between this peak and the intensity rise �the edge “jump”
around 291 eV� as established by the “Natoli rule.”45 The
energy difference is found to be 38 eV �±0.2 eV depending
on the CHS�, which corresponds well with the 37±0.5 eV of
the experiment. There is consequently a slight overestimation
�2.6%�.

If from 10 eV above threshold the full core hole degrades

FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental carbon K edge in graphite
�thick line� with ELNES spectra calculated using different core-hole
strengths. CHS 0.1 in a 2a�2a supercell �thick dashed line�; CHS
0.5 in a 4a�4a supercell �thin line�; CHS 1 in a 4a�4a supercell
�long dashed line�. Both inequivalent carbon atom contributions
were added. Inset: comparison of experiment �thick line� and CHS
1 calculation �dotted line� in the �* region. Labels 1–7 are dis-
cussed in the text. Gray areas indicate energy ranges where the
correspondence between experiment and calculations is expected to
be poor and illustrate the energy range partition discussed in the
text.
the simulation, such is not the case below this energy. In
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truth, the intensity, as observed around the labels 1 and 2 in
the inset of Fig. 2, is almost perfectly reproduced. The full
width at half maximum of the �* peak is then 1.1 eV and is
now smaller than the experimental width. Ahuja et al.23 ex-
plained this discrepancy by a vibrational broadening
�0.5 eV� which is not included in our calculation. In the case
of a full core hole, the �* peak appears 0.95 eV above the
Fermi level. Since the 1s binding energy in x-ray photoemis-
sion spectroscopy �XPS� experiments is 284.4 eV with re-
spect to the Fermi level,46 the calculated position of the �*

peak �0.95 eV above this value� is in perfect agreement with
the experimental position �285.4±0.2 eV�. Smaller CHSs
place the �* peak way too high above the Fermi level
�1.5–2 eV above EF�.

The region of label 3 cannot be fitted whatever the core-
hole strength. Since monopole transitions are found to be
negligible in this carbon K-edge case, the reason for this
discrepancy should be sought in the intrinsic limitations of
the method.

There is a long-standing controversy over the “magic
angle” in EELS; in other words a combination of conver-
gence and collection angles that would allow the collection
of orientation-independent spectra for crystalline materials.
Most studies are based on the comparison of the experimen-
tal and theoretical carbon K edge in graphite.47–49 From our
calculations, it is clear that the formulas used in the TELNES

program25 correspond well with experiment if one treats the
low-energy part with a CHS of 1 and the high-energy part
with a CHS of 0.1. Since the �* peak lies in the low-energy
region and the 	* bands in the high one, some incompatibil-
ity exists which might prevent the accurate determination of
the sp2 to sp3 ratio and explain at least part of the experi-
mental and theoretical discrepancies.49,50

Finally, it should be noted that we did not obtain a broad
peak between the �* and the 	* bands, the so-called inter-
layer states.51–54 This peak was found either when the inter-
action between core holes was sizable, i.e., when the super-
cell was too small �a 2a�2a cell, for example�, or when the
k-point mesh was too small. In fact, its experimental obser-
vation can be linked to the spectral contribution of C-H*

bonds at the surface of graphite.55

To test our partition of the spectrum into a full core-hole
region �at low energy� and a weak CHS region �at high en-
ergy�, it was important to perform the same study on another
model compound with, for example, a large band gap to
assess its influence on the simulations. The relevant results
on h-BN are presented in the following section.

B. Boron and nitrogen K edges in h-BN

Experimental B and N K edges are presented in Figs. 3
and 4. They are in exact accordance with XAS measurements
from Franke et al.56 At the boron K edge, the peaks labeled
from 1 to 5 are, in this experiment, at 191.9, 198.1, 204.0,
207.4, and 215 eV, respectively �±0.2 eV�. All these values
lie within 0.2 eV of the XAS values. At the nitrogen K edge,
the peaks labeled from 1 to 5 are at 401.6, 408.1, 415.4, 427,
and 440.5 eV, respectively �±0.2 eV�. All these values lie

within 0.2 eV of the XAS values, apart from the last three
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which are 0.5 eV lower in energy in this study. Considering
the width and intensity of these peaks, such a difference is
not significant.

As regards the calculations, one must first note that the
two inequivalent boron sites �as well as nitrogen� have iden-
tical ELNES spectra and that one can limit calculation time
by focusing on one particular atomic site for N and one for
B. With respect to the high-energy side �from 10 eV above
threshold�, our calculations correspond well with experimen-
tal spectra, for both edges, when a 0.1 CHS is introduced
�Figs. 3 and 4�. In this case, the calculated intensities as well
as peak positions are within the error of the experiments.
However, other CHSs do not change the spectra as much as
in the case of graphite, and 0.1 for the CHS should not be
taken as a very precise value �0.2 or no core hole are almost
as good�. The agreement at the boron K edge, around

FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental boron K edge in h-BN �full
line� with ELNES spectrum calculated using CHS 0.1 �dashed line�.
Inset: comparison of experiment and CHS 1 calculation in the �*

region.

FIG. 4. Comparison of experimental nitrogen K edge in h-BN
�full line� with ELNES spectrum calculated using CHS 0.1 �dashed
line�. Inset: comparison of experiment and CHS 1 calculation in the

*
� region.
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199 eV, is not very satisfactory which is rather unexpected if
one considers the perfect agreement obtained at the nitrogen
K edge in this energy region. Simulations for the low-energy
part of the experimental spectra are presented in the insets of
Figs. 3 and 4. Once again, with the full core hole, there is a
very good agreement between our calculations and our ex-
periments, in the 0–7 energy range above threshold for both
edges.

At the boron K edge, the first EXELFS oscillation is cal-
culated 33.3±0.2 eV above E0 �34.5±0.5 eV experimen-
tally� and, at the nitrogen K edge, it is calculated
35.2±0.2 eV above E0 �36.0±0.5 eV experimentally�. There
is in this case a slight underestimation of the energy position
of the first EXELFS oscillation. Considering the overestima-
tion in the case of graphite, we can assume a 2% error on this
oscillation position. This is most likely due to the error made
in the determination of E0 on both theoretical and experi-
mental spectra. Still, this implies that we can be fairly con-
fident about the first-coordination-shell distance inferred
from the simulation, and may use it as a structural character-
istic.

C. Discussion concerning the model compound results

In the context of lamellar structures and light elements,
we showed that a very small CHS �0 or 0.1� must be used to
interpret the high-energy part of the spectrum, whereas a
large core hole �close to 1� must be introduced to simulate
the low-energy one. The boundary between the two energy
regions is situated approximately around the main intensity
rise in the spectra, i.e., around the ionization energy E0. This
arbitrary partition does not seem to be linked to either the
DFT or the kind of computational program. The same con-
clusions could in fact be drawn from the examination of
simulations obtained using the multiple-scattering program
FEFF8.36 With this program, as expected, the use of a full core
hole is definitely a more effective way of matching the edge
onset in the experimental boron K edge of cubic BN.57 As for
the high-energy part of the spectrum, the calculation without
a core hole seems a better match �ground-state calculation of
Fig. 1 in Ref. 57, peak at 205 eV� when normalized far from
the edge. However, further investigation is clearly necessary
in order to assess to what extent the proposed arbitrary par-
tition depends on the calculation method.

To justify such a partition from a physical point of view,
one could suggest that it is based on the different lifetimes of
the excited states. For energies below or close to E0, the
lifetime is rather long. Based on the inelastic mean free path
values,37 it can be estimated of the order of 5�10−15 s. The
rather large value of this lifetime is to be expected when
considering, for example, the very small full width at half
maximum of the �* peak �hardly any “lifetime broadening”�
and the sharpness of excitonic peaks in diamond and
graphite.58 For energies starting at 20–30 eV above E0, the
inelastic mean free path gets smaller �2 nm� as does the life-
time of the excited state. This can also be estimated and
found in the order of 1.5�10−17 s. If we then use the full
width at half maximum of the plasmon as an indication of
the relaxation time of the valence electrons in a compound,15
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we find the value of 6�10−17 s for graphite. Consequently,
for energies high above E0, the valence electrons do not have
time to relax due to the presence of the core hole before the
transition is completed. This leads to the so-called sudden
approximation. For energies below or close to E0, the va-
lence electrons relax before the end of the transition. This
produces large core-hole effects, and a self-consistent calcu-
lation with a core hole is necessary. We expect this partition
to be very dependent on the relaxation time of the valence
electrons and therefore on the metallic or insulating nature of
the material considered.

Aside from this, when large kinetic energies of the ejected
electron are considered �starting from �50 eV above E0�,
simulations with and without a core hole become very simi-
lar, the only difference being a small energy shift. The ex-
planation for this may be that the larger the ejected electron
kinetic energy is, the lower its sensitivity to the variation of
the electronic density around the excited atom.

Finally, as pointed out by Hamman and Muller,59 the use
of two such calculations is a technical way of solving a simu-
lation problem. Solely the resolution of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation accounts for the entire spectrum intensities, particu-
larly in the region of E0. One should also bear in mind that
calculations that include a core hole do not incorporate exci-
tonic effects as such, since the calculations are monoelec-
tronic and the interaction of the core hole with the ejected
electron is not included. Having established the theoretical
limits and the practical benefits of the above study, the fol-
lowing section will deal with its application to the structural
identification of a poorly crystalline C3N4 compound.

IV. RESULTS ON THE C3N4 COMPOUND

First of all, we must stress how sensitive our sample is to
the electron beam, as is probably the case with most CNx
compounds. With respect to room temperature experiments,
the C to N ratio determined from the K-edge intensities was
systematically too large: around 3 �±10% �. Even at liquid
nitrogen temperature, the ratio was not lower than 1.5 when
the probe was focused on a few nanometers. Only when
liquid nitrogen temperature was combined with a large
probed area �above 500 nm� were C to N ratios found equal
to 0.78. Due to the inhomogeneity of thickness over such
large sampled areas, edge count extractions and the common
uncertainty on calculated cross sections, the error on the C to
N ratio is around 10%. Even with such experimental care,
the low-energy part of the ELNES appears to be extremely
sensitive to the radiation damage, without a significant evo-
lution of the atomic ratio value. If the beam is left at the
same position and successive spectra are recorded, a dra-
matic change is observed on both C and N edges, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. The multiple-scattering region �from 10 to
40 eV above threshold� is also affected with a softening of
the spectra toward edge shapes found in the case of fully
amorphous compounds. Meanwhile, the C to N ratio in-
creases slightly but stays with in the 10% error bar �from
0.78 to 0.84�. However, whereas the carbon edge presents a
new peak at lower energy, in agreement with its reduction
following the departure of nitrogen, the nitrogen K edge be-
-6
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haves more hieratically. This illustrates the careful consider-
ation required in the assessment of radiation damage in CNx
compounds.5 Considering the large peak at low energy on the
carbon K edge, it is obvious that the synthesized compound
is lamellar. From the C to N ratio, a lamellar C3N4 structure,
or close to C3N4, is expected. Many studies of such lamellar
structures have been published and we decided to check on
which one was closest to ours. The three selected in-plane
structural arrangements are presented in Fig. 6, labeled �a� to
�c�. For the first in-plane arrangement �Fig. 6�a��, we consid-
ered two stackings AA or AB. Structural parameters were

FIG. 5. Evolution of the carbon K edge �left� and nitrogen K
edge �right� as a function of time in our C3N4 sample. Spectra are
recorded on the same area for 10 s every 10 s in the following
order: thin line, thin dashed line, thick dashed line, thick line, line
with dots.

FIG. 6. The three in-plane structures used for the simulations of
ELNES spectra. �a� Hexagonal structure from Ref. 3. Two stackings
are considered in the text, AAA and ABA. �b� Orthorhombic struc-

ture from Ref. 60. �c� Hexagonal structure from our optimization.
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taken from Mattesini et al. for these two phases.3 The ortho-
rhombic phase �OR, Fig. 6�b�� was also taken from Ref. 3
following the original work of Alves et al.60 Since the ZZ
structure �Fig. 6�c�� was not published with defined cell and
atomic parameters,7 we optimized the structure using the
VASP code. The structural parameters are gathered in Table II.
In fact, the ZZ structure refers to a composition with a C to N
ratio equal to 0.67, which is lower than the EELS experimen-
tal value but is closer to the standard chemical analysis
result.30 The three bridging nitrogen atoms are hydrogenated,
leading to an electronic structure very similar to that of
C3N4. The in-plane arrangement of the C and N atoms in the
ZZ structure can be obtained from the AA one by simply
removing one C3N3 ring out of three. Unfortunately, the in-
troduction of hydrogen atoms in the WIEN calculation is very
computer demanding and not feasible in practice. Conse-
quently, we artificially added three electrons per formula unit
to the total number of electrons and compensated for them
by a positive background charge. Later it will be shown that,
while this method is not suitable for the determination of the
transition energy, it is acceptable for the spectrum simula-
tions.

Due to our interest in the structural information contained
in the multiple-scattering region, and based on our previous
results showing satisfactory agreement on model N and C K
edges for a very low CHS in this region, we present calcu-
lations with no core hole for the four structures considered.
Owing to the non crystalline nature of the material, no spe-
cific orientation could be evidenced. Consequently, for each
structure and each atom, three spectra corresponding to the
three orientations �momentum transfer along a, b, or c� were
added. Due to the average convergence and collection
angles, the ELNES spectra do not vary much as a function of
orientation.47

The spectra for the four structures are very different. An
interesting feature in the experimental spectrum shown in
Fig. 7 is the steplike structure around 307 eV which is very
unusual, and is consequently characteristic �label 3 in Fig. 7�.
Two such structures among those calculated presenting such
a feature at the right energy position are the AB and the ZZ
ones �Fig. 7�. Other peaks are also found at approximately
the proper energy. Other calculations using an ABC stacking
�not shown� do not present a significant difference with the
AB stacking results. The local environment of the carbon
atoms differs only at large distances between AB and ABC
structures, whereas the second coordination shell is already

TABLE II. Cell and atomic parameters obtained for the ZZ
structure after the geometry optimization performed using the VASP

program. Space group P63/m �no. 176�.

Cell parameters �Å� Atomic positions

a=8.6292 C1 �0.50245, 0.20315, 3/4�
c=6.8131 C2 �0.96565, 0.12999, 3/4�

N1 �0.52626, 0.36798, 3/4�
N2 �0.94502, 0.27833, 3/4�
N3 �0.03491, 0.85982, 3/4�
different for AA and AB stackings.
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If the second part of the ELNES spectrum fits well, the
first part does not, in either the AB or the ZZ structure. In
particular, instead of a single one, two �* peaks are calcu-
lated �label 1 in Fig. 7� originating from the carbon p con-
tribution into the p levels of the N1 �in the C3N3 ring� and
N2 atoms �bridging� respectively.3 In order to correctly simu-
late the first part of the carbon K edge, a core hole in a 2a
�2a supercell was introduced into the AB structure. The ZZ
cell being large enough, the core hole was introduced into
the structure without any increase in the size of the unit cell.
Both these simulations have a drastic effect on the resulting
spectra since a single peak is then obtained, the intensity and
width of which are in reasonable agreement with those of the
experiment �Fig. 8�. A few eV above this single �* peak,
however, the spectrum shapes differ. As per the previous cal-
culation on graphite and boron nitride, the agreement is ex-
pected to be good up to 6 eV after the �* peak. From Fig. 8,
it is clear that the AB structure presents a peak at 293 eV
which is too intense and situated too high in energy. On the
contrary, the ZZ structure fits the experimental spectrum
rather well in this energy range �label 2 in Fig. 8�. To confirm
any assignment, the agreement must also be good at the ni-
trogen K edge. In the ground-state calculation, in adding up
all inequivalent nitrogen contributions �N1 and N2�, a very
good correspondence can be observed for the second part of
the ELNES spectrum between the experimental spectrum
and both AB and ZZ structures �Fig. 9�. From that part of the
spectrum, it is once again very difficult to choose between
the two structures. To simulate the first part of the spectrum,
core holes were introduced in an AB 2a�2a supercell and a

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental carbon K edge of our
sample �thick line� with calculated ones using different structures:
AB �thick dashed line�; AA �thin line�; OR �long dashed line�; and
ZZ �line with empty circles�.
ZZ structure. Since only the sum of both N1 and N2 contri-
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butions is measured by EELS, one is faced with the delicate
task of adding up N1 and N2 spectra obtained from two
independent DFT calculations. In the case of the AB struc-
ture, N1 and N2 transition energies are separated by 2.2 eV
�energy difference between the 1s levels of the two nitrogen
atoms�, in agreement with the Mattesini et al. calculations.3

In the case of the ZZ structure, a 0.8 eV separation is found
�to be discussed in the next section�. We chose to use these
values to shift the �* peaks accordingly, i.e., a 2.2 eV sepa-
ration between N1 and N2 atoms for the AB structure and a
0.8 eV separation between N1 and N2 atoms for the ZZ
structure. The theoretical spectra were then added and con-
voluted by a Gaussian function �FWHM 1.2 eV� to account
for the poor crystallinity of the sample. The agreement is

FIG. 8. Comparison of the experimental carbon K edge of our
sample �thick line� with the AB structure calculation for CHS 1
�dashed line� and the ZZ structure calculation for CHS 1 �line with
empty circles�.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the experimental nitrogen K edge ob-
tained for our sample �thick line� with the AB calculation �dashed
line� and the ZZ calculation �line with empty circles�. Inset: com-
parison of the experimental nitrogen K edge obtained for our

sample �thick line� with the calculations for CHS 1.
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once again reasonably good for both structures, with a per-
fect fit over the first 5 eV for the ZZ structure �Fig. 9, inset�.
It should be noted that the intensity discrepancy observed
10 eV above the �* peak is meaningless �as in the graphite
case, Fig. 2� and constitutes the main limitation of non-time-
dependent calculations.

From ELNES simulations, the attribution to either the ZZ
structure or the AB nanocrystalline one seems to be evident.
Edge energy positions as well as �* peak positions are also
often used to identify compounds. Since these energies can
be assessed theoretically using DFT, let us discuss some of
our results concerning this issue. Transition energies corre-
sponding to the promotion of a single 1s electron to levels
above the Fermi level may be obtained from the difference
�SCF between the total energy of a ground-state calculation
and the total energy of the same structure with a core hole.15

The generated supercells, which must be sufficiently large to
avoid core-hole interaction, are illustrated in the case of
graphite by the larger transition energy found with a 2a
�2a supercell with respect to a 4a�4a supercell �Table I�.
Such an evolution is also indicative of how large the super-
cell must be in order to obtain a proper ELNES simulation.
All our calculations confirm the results found by Ahuja et
al.,23 stating that a minimum of four bonds must separate two
core holes in the structure. An alternative method of estimat-
ing the transition energies is to introduce a 0.5 hole in the 1s
level and then to ascertain the energy of this 1s level after
running the self-consistent cycle �using Slater’s transition
state theory�.61 Energies are systematically lower using the
0.5 hole than with the �SCF method and, depending on the
compound, the energy difference between the two methods
can also vary up to 1 eV. This illustrates the susceptibility of
the methods to the structure, and consequently the degree of
imprecision one can expect in the determination of the abso-
lute energy transitions. Similar tendencies can be found from
results on the AB and ZZ structures. For example, calcula-
tions for the ZZ structure do not give realistic values. The
carbon transition energy in this structure, �SCF, is equal to
291.5 eV, a 3 eV shift from the AB value �288.7 eV�. We
should recall that in order to perform the calculation for the
ZZ structure with the WIEN2K package, three electrons have
been introduced by artificial means �to simulate the three
hydrogen atoms� and then compensated for using a positive
background charge. Furthermore, introducing a core hole
also imposed the addition of yet another electron as a back-
ground charge. This proves to be too great a manipulation for
the reasonable determination of the absolute transition ener-
gies in the ZZ structure. This is confirmed when one per-
forms such a calculation on a hypothetical Li1.5C3N4.5 struc-
ture, identical to the ZZ one with Li atoms in place of
hydrogen ones. The idea behind the artificial use of lithium
atoms is to avoid the introduction of too many extra elec-
trons by hand. In using lithium atoms, �SCF transition ener-
gies for the ZZ structure �289.1, 400.8, and 401.6 eV for C,
N2, and N1, respectively� become very similar to those of
the AB structure �288.7, 400.6, and 402.8 eV for C, N2, and
N1, respectively�.

Due to all these uncertainties, the absolute values should
be compared with experiment very carefully. Even if most

�SCF or transition-state energies agree quite well with the
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experimental values, in particular at the carbon K edge, the
absolute precision �1–2 eV depending on the edge and the
method considered� is not sufficient to discriminate safely
between, in fact, very similar C3N4 structures. These findings
are consistent with the results of Paxton et al. who had to
introduce a 4.2 eV downward shift to fit the experimental C
and N threshold energies in some nitrides and carbides,15 and
with Hamann and Muller’s conclusions that using DFT, the
accuracy of the absolute energy determination is not better
than 1 eV.59

However, within a given structure, energy shifts from one
nitrogen atom to another should be more reliable. That is the
reason why a 0.8 eV �2.2 eV� energy difference between N1
and N2 atoms in the ZZ �AB� structure was used in the simu-
lations presented in the inset of Fig. 9.

V. LOW-ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS SPECTRA

A final point in favor of this attribution to a ZZ structure
or a highly defective AB structure, lies in another energy
region available in EELS: that of the low energy loss. From
the same band structure calculations we used for the ELNES
area, it is possible to produce spectra for losses between 0
and 50 eV. The complete dielectric function �
1 ,
2� was cal-
culated using the OPTIC program available in the WIEN

package.62 The loss functions were then obtained taking into
account both the anisotropy of the structures as well as rela-
tivistic effects.63 In the OPTIC program, the random-phase
approximation is used without the inclusion of local field
effects �LFEs�.26 In some cases, the calculation of the mac-
roscopic dielectric constant neglecting off- diagonal terms in
the dielectric matrix inversion modifies significantly calcu-
lated peak intensities and may induce small energy shifts.64,65

In particular, they have to be included when highly inhomo-
geneous electronic distributions are considered.66 LFEs do,
however, decrease with decreasing momentum transfer. For
instance, loss functions calculated with and without LFEs for
small q values in diamond are almost identical.67 Since we
collected electrons scattered through an on-axis circular ap-
erture, very small momentum transfers contribute the most to
the intensity of our experimental spectrum. In our case, LFEs
can therefore be neglected with confidence.

We present in Fig. 10 the results for the AB and ZZ struc-
tures compared with an experimental spectrum. The presence
of a � plasmon peak around 5 eV in the experimental spec-
trum confirms the 2D character of the structure. This peak is
rather well reproduced by the simulated spectra for the AB
and ZZ structures, which indicates a similarity between these
hypothetical structures and that of the experimental com-
pound. The lower �+	 plasmon peak around 22 eV in the
ZZ structure, when compared with that of the 27 eV in the
AB structure, was expected. A plasmon energy may be asso-
ciated with the density of electrons per volume unit involved
in the transitions up to that energy. As the ZZ structure is,
primarily, obtained from the AB structure by removing one
C3N3 ring out of three �Fig. 6�, the number of electrons
available for the transitions is reduced. The same observation
can be made when examining the plasmon position of amor-
phous carbon compared to that of graphite.68 The experimen-
-9
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tal �+	 plasmon peak is situated between the two calculated
ones. This is indicative of a reduced electron density from
the pure AB structure. The low-energy-loss results are con-
sequently very compatible with an AB structure which is
defective �missing hexagons� and which is locally similar to
the ZZ one.

VI. CONCLUSION

From our initial study of reference compounds, we
showed that, at least for B, C, and N elements, it was pos-
sible to use the non-time-dependent DFT to satisfactorily
simulate experimental spectra. However, it is necessary to

FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental low-loss spectrum of
our sample �thick line� with the AB calculation �dashed line� and the
ZZ structure calculation �line with empty circles�.
ley, L. J. Allen, and S. J. Pennycook, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92,

195111-
partition the spectra into two regions: in the low-energy one
�0–7 eV above threshold� a full core hole must be consid-
ered, whereas a very small one is enough in the region start-
ing approximately 12 ev above threshold. The energy range
in between remains poorly described and illustrates the fact
that this approach is only an approximation which cannot
take into account excitonic effects. In comparing theory and
experiment, we also showed the reasonable fit that could be
obtained in considering a very simple approach to the life-
time broadening due to the excited electron. The goodness of
the fit allows us to apply this approach to an unknown com-
pound made of nitrogen and carbon atoms. In addition to the
electronic structure information, EELS could give us the
composition of that compound: very close to three carbon
atoms for four nitrogen ones. By comparing the experimental
spectra at both K edges with simulated ones for different
possible structures, we identified our compound as being
very close to the �C3N3�2�NH�3 lamellar compound or to a
very defective hexagonal 2D C3N4 �ABA stacking�. This de-
termination is particularly important since this latter phase is
believed to be remarkably adequate for a transition under
high pressure to a 3D C3N4 phase. Finally, the theoretical
considerations exposed in this paper should make the identi-
fication of a possible 3D C3N4 phase more reliable.
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